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HE RHYTHM of this season is very different.

Rhythm is important to a Flat season because

most of the important Flat horses out there are

mixing racing with growing.

Flat racing is about development. As horses go

through their racing careers, their interaction with the racing

experience shapes and empowers them. Each race is an

opportunity to derive the seasoning and conditioning required

to get to the next level. And every time a horse wins, or even

runs well, it has to get better because the next race is tougher.

This is the reason why letting horses compete on the track

has always been a mantra of Johnston Racing. With each

race, a horse has the chance to learn about racing, to break

from the stalls better, to settle, to run evenly and, most

importantly, to finish well.

This process gets much more efficient when horses are

allowed to stride on. Now, they get into the groove of what a

race really constitutes. They aren’t held back and suddenly

asked to run hard, they can groove their action, relax into the

routine of a race and learn to listen to their riders.

This is where the old cliché that Johnston horses find extra

comes from. It’s a function of their run style and their

conditioning. As the furlongs go by, a horse running evenly

has more and more of an advantage for reasons of

biomechanics and biochemistry. 

To beat a Johnston horse who runs evenly requires an

opponent to run unevenly. As a rival makes ground, it looks to

the observer that they have the momentum to get past. But,

the effort of making a final effort to get past an unflinching

opponent is often too much. The Johnston horse looks as if it

finds more, but really it is more often the opponent who gives

up as its lactate levels go through the roof with supramaximal

effort.

This effect is also evident even if the Johnston horse isn’t

in front. At all distances on the Flat, the very end of a race

sees deceleration, even when the last three furlongs measured

as a whole are faster than the average speed of the race. As a

result, sustained effort wins a lot of races. 

This year there is a different tempo to the Flat racing

season. Many horses are being asked to cram their

development into a shorter space of time and at a different

rate to normal. Good quality two-year-old races are being won

by horses with faster pedigrees than normal because the later-

developing runners with better pedigrees are not forward

enough to get their developmental races in beforehand. 

HEN Gear Up won the Group 3 Acomb Stakes at

last month’s Ebor meeting at York on only his

second start, there were some interesting aspects

of his performance. First, he went from winning an auction

race – albeit a decent one – to Group victory in one step. You

don’t see this a lot for good reason.

Okay, it wasn’t the strongest Acomb, but Gear Up had to

learn fast on the job. He was given an absolutely brilliant ride

by Silvestre De Sousa which got nothing like the plaudits it

should have received. This, of course, is normal when it

comes to the media and Silvestre, for reasons I cannot

fathom.

Gear Up was encouraged to get into his stride early. If you

watch a review of the race on racingpost.com or

sportinglife.com, you can see that he still didn’t know how to

gallop yet early on. But his rider saw to that. Then, at each

level of intensity that the race assumed from that point,

Silvestre asked him to up his effort, to stretch his neck, to

drop his shoulder, to groove his action. Gear Up responded in

A+ fashion every time.

This is how a horse learns – by doing. Horses don’t gain

confidence in the way humans do, because to have confidence

in a task in our way requires being cognisant of what it

demands. For instance, rolling a six on a dice three times does

not give you confidence you can do it on demand because we

understand it is a random process. But you can gain

confidence in doing a parachute jump by following safety

rules and experiencing a good outcome. You can feel the link

between cause and effect.

When a horse seems to gain confidence in racing, it is
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of the track
probably more becoming

habituated to what it

requires and getting better

at it as a result. Next time, it

may explore the depth of its

talent more.

Gear Up could do this,

though maybe he won’t be

able to handle the next step

up the ladder. Who really

knows? But he could not

have got more out of the

race than he did. There is

no way he would have won

had he not been asked to up

his effort in stages, but you

could also see the same

characteristic things of a

thousand Johnston horses

before him.

What’s clear is that the

greatest horses become in

thrall to racing. Ghaiyyath

wasn’t a top horse before

this year, for instance,

because he wasn’t tough

enough. He wasn’t really

into it then. He was racing

freely, fooling around,

trying to run off, but then

everything dropped into

place. A positive feedback

loop happened. Now he goes out to race not just to run. It is

marvellous to watch.

HE same thing happens at all levels. Sometimes, it

turns out that horses just don’t have the sheer talent to

handle where their exploits lead them. Gear Up could

be an example of this, or he may not. He is having to learn

fast and having to go up the ladder equally fast. Even if he

stayed in Group 3s and was unpenalised, the average quality

of his opponents will go up simply because there will be more

good horses around who have experience.

But Gear Up now has vital experience. He really learned

what racing was about in the Acomb. As a colt capable of

earning a figure in the 100s, he could run to 80 and win first

time up without necessarily learning. He could do it on talent

first up. 

But, now what? There can be a flip side to development.

There is no doubt that horses can encounter races that hurt.

There is no point denying this. Human athletes want to be out

on the track because they have chosen their calling; horses

don’t get a say. It’s my view there are hundreds of horses each

year capable of doing what the dozen or so at the top of the

tree actually achieve. Most of them who fall by the wayside

are not tough enough, or they saw the dark side of

competition while still young, while others did not. Then they

back off. You can see it.

The fairest thing to do for a developing horse is to control

the variables. One way is to let a horse stride on. What is the

signal humans give if we restrain a horse for two-thirds of a

race and then suddenly ask it to go after horses in front who

are already rolling? Some can adjust. Many more cannot.

Racing horses like this may arguably condition quirks into

them.

HE development of Flat horses helps to make the

sport so interesting to observe. But trainers are used to

landmarking development by the racing calendar. And

those landmarks have shifted. This may curb the development

of some horses, but it could make others. We may need to

expect the hierarchy to change repeatedly as we get into the

better races next season. 

Gear Up, by Teofilo, is the type to do better and better as

he gets a good test of stamina. Could he reach the level of

Permian (so talented, so desperately ill-fated) or Mildenberger

or Austrian School; Johnston Racing horses by the same sire

who responded brilliantly to their racing education? It will be

fascinating to follow a career starting in these times of the

strangest rhythm.

By 

James

Willoughby

Gear Up under Emma Bedford at Kingsley Park
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